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Thickness 
0.1 mm

EN 166
EN 167
EN 168

EN 166 3 4 FT

• 25646 GOGGLES KIT - fog resistant
Practical kit composed of 5 supports in different colours and 20 
antifog shields. Usable over ophthalmic glasses.
• 25647 SPARE SHIELDS - box of 20 

• 25265 HIGH PROTECTION MASK 6x1 - fog resistant, anti-scratch
- wide lens for a fi eld of view without distortion
- temples adjustable in length and inclination with SoftPad technology
- sophisticated indirect ventilation system
- soft internal rubber for comfort without local pressure
- certifi ed according to EN166 point 3 (droplets and splashes) 
and point 4 (large dust particles)
- supplied with neck cord

25656

25668

Faceshield with 90° 
max rotation

You can create a system 
adding TETI shield 

to a IUKO telescope 
and/or projector

see page 198

Adjustable string 
to securely 
fasten shield 
around head

Tilting 180°

Padding with velcro

Shield thickness 
0.5 mm

Super soft padding with velcro 
fi xing for confortable use

VISOR HEAD MASKS
Great features
- faceshield with 90° rotation
- inner and outer surface treated against mist
- superior coverage to protect against droplets and splashes 
Superior materials
- elastic band in anallergic material
- rotation systems in anodized aluminium
- soft support in anallergic interchangeable foam
- faceshield in heat-formed acetate with anti-fog treatment
Easy and comfortable use
- fi tting headbands adjustable by velcro fasteners
- usable over ophthalmic glasses

25656 25668

30870/1 + 
30860

EN 166-167-168Class IIAntifog mask 
0.7 mm thick

Antifog mask 
0.5 mm thick

U1SN

VISOR HEAD MASKS

OP-DOP VISOR SHIELD “PROTECTOR” WITH 3+1 SHIELDS

GOGGLES KIT HIGH PROTECTION MASK 6x1
Quality product: made in USA

Thickness 1.9 mm

Only 57 g

25642 

25265 

25646

• 25642 VISOR SHIELD "PROTECTOR" - white
The ultra-light face shield that combines function with style:
protection: a waterproof plastic barrier will protect you
comfort: fast and easy to wear and remove
convenience: reusable and replaceable shield
optical quality: superior optical quality.
Medium adjustable size: fi ts over 90% of healthcare 
professionals. Fits over glasses. 
Shielded air vent eliminates fogging.
Supplied with 3 face transparent shields + 1 head shield.
• 25643 REPLACEMENT SHIELD KIT
Includes 2 face transparent shields 
+ 1 head shield + 1 foam bumper

• 30863 TETI PROTECTIVE SHIELD - white - 1 shield
• 30860 TETI PROTECTIVE SHIELD - white - 2 
shields
Comfortable, ultra light stylish protective 
shields. They provide high protection from 
squirts and sprays. 
Folding shield behind the nape. 
Adjustable size, fi ts majority 
of healthcare professionals. 
Extra wide visor allows to fi t over glasses 
and most of magnifi cation loupes. 
Supplied with 2 face transparent shields and 2 
padding with velcro (30860) or 1 shield + 1 pack (30863) 
Certifi cated EN166. Made in Italy.
• 30875 SET OF 5 TRANSPARENT FACE SHIELDS - spare

30860

30860 or
30863

TETI PROTECTIVE SHIELDS

GIMA
code VISOR HEAD Minimum 

order

25656 VISOR HEAD MASK 1
25668 VISOR  SHIELD 1
25669 SPARE SHIELD for 25668 box of 5

Instructions in: GB, 
FR, IT, DE, ES, PT, 
NL, DK, NO, SE, FI, 
GR, PL, CZ, SI, HR, 
HU, RO, BG, RU, TR, 
SA, JP.

TETI FITS IUKO 
MODULAR SYSTEM AND

ANY MAGNIFICATION 
LOUPE


